The three-dimensional penetration method combined with semi-solid casting (SS-3DPC) was utilized to prepare magnesium diboride (MgB 2 ) powder composite materials with various host materials of Mg, . X-ray diffraction measurements indicated predominant peak patterns of MgB 2 and a host alloy, implying that the host material tightly bonded MgB 2 grains without melting the MgB 2 powder. This was confirmed by SEM images. Measured electrical resistivity and magnetization versus temperature showed clear signals of superconducting transition temperature of 27$38 K for all the samples cut out from the billets. Magnetic hysteresis loop observed at 5 K enabled us to estimate a critical current density (J c ) based on the extended Bean model. Additions of aluminum and zinc elements to magnesium host-matrix were found to enhance J c and increase residual resistivity ( 0 ) suggesting that aluminum and zinc have an effect on pinning magnetic flux flow for J c enhancement, and scattering conduction electrons for increase of 0 .
Introduction
Advantageous features of MgB 2 superconductor are high critical temperature (T c $ 40 K) 1) among metallic ones, relatively large upper critical field (B c2 > 50 T), 2) isotropic transport properties against the crystallographic directions 3) compared with high-T c cuprate superconductors, and rather long coherence length ( $ 10 nm). 4) These characteristics stimulate plenty of research activities to develop suitable processes for producing MgB 2 wires and tapes, which are required for superconducting coil magnets. 5, 6) Concerning the basic superconducting property of MgB 2 , many attempts have been made to improve the critical current density (J c ), irreversibility field (B irr ), and upper critical field (B c2 ). Especially J c improvement in MgB 2 has been one of major issues of research; a well known problem is that J c drops rapidly with increasing magnetic field due to its poor flux pinning. Improvements in J c (enhancements of flux pinning) were achieved by various approaches; doping by chemical compounds, 7) substitution of Mg and/or B by other elements, 8, 9) high-pressure application during process, 10) various heat-treatment, 11) etc. Theoretical studies for variations of the band structure by element substitution haven been also carried out. [12] [13] [14] The consistent interpretation for J c variations with fabrication processes has been given via the comprehensive studies of normal-state resistivity of MgB 2 . [15] [16] [17] Yamamoto et al., 16) using MgB 2 bulk samples with systematically varied packing factors (density), argued that the packing factor, the electrical connectivity (effective current-carrying cross-sectional area), and the critical current J c held a close relationship; J c depended substantially on the electrical connectivity. It was important to increase the density of MgB 2 and reduced oxygen contamination in MgB 2 particles to achieve a high J c value.
Currently, there are two major methods to prepare metalsheathed MgB 2 wires and tapes. The powder-in-tube (PIT) technique with an in-situ reaction method, in which the mixture of Mg and B powders (sometimes with doping materials) are heated for phase formation of MgB 2 , is very widely used.
18) The alternative is the ex-situ method starting from the already made MgB 2 powder. Usually the in-situ MgB 2 bulk samples sintered at ambient pressure are not dense (porous), but often provided higher J c values. Due to this poor sintering nature of MgB 2 and reduction of volume during the chemical reaction between Mg and B, the typical packing density in MgB 2 bulks, wires, and tapes is less than 50% of the theoretical density.
16) The porous microstructure of MgB 2 samples and the insulating oxide layers are considered to reduce the current path and decrease the effective conductivity of samples; that is, the resistivity increase in the normal state has been ascribed to a reduction in the electrical connectivity. 15) A small volume fraction of the superconducting phase and a poor connection between grains lead to a low J c value.
The three-dimensional penetration method combined with semi-solid casting (SS-3DPC) was newly used to fabricate metal-powder composite superconducting materials. 19) This is a kind of the ex-situ technique, in which MgB 2 powder is impregnated with a half-melted host metal, such aluminum or magnesium, by pressure. A low temperature casting is a great advantage of SS-3DPC compared the PIT method, in which high temperature heat treatments easily introduced large voids in MgB 2 grains. Our previous work on MgB 2 /Al composite material demonstrated that the superconducting transition temperature (T c ) was observed at 38 K on the resistivity, a superconducting volume fraction estimated from magnetization was about 50%, 19) and further a superconducting wire of MgB 2 /Al of 1 mm diameter was extruded. 20) It has been known, however, that addition of aluminum to MgB 2 results in the loss of superconductivity. 21) In this work, the SS-3DPC technique was utilized to prepare MgB 2 -powder composite materials with the magnesium,
The Japan Institute of Metals magnesium-aluminum or magnesium-aluminum-zinc alloys, e.g. MgB 2 /Mg (hereafter noted as M0), MgB 2 /Mg-3 mass%Al (A3), MgB 2 /Mg-3 mass%Al-1 mass%Zn (AZ31), MgB 2 /Mg-9 mass%Al (A9), and MgB 2 /Mg-9 mass%Al-1 mass%Zn (AZ91). A brief consideration will be given to the observed variation of J c against the residual resistivity.
Experimental
MgB 2 powders provided from Kojundo Chemical Laboratory have a purity of more than 99%, and an averaged grain-size was less than 40 mm. The details of sample preparation have been given elsewhere. 19) The powders were firstly ground in an agate mortar; secondly a preform of compacted MgB 2 powders of about 30 mm in diameter and 42 mm in length was prepared; the preform was located in a bottom of a steel mold and a host material of magnesium (or magnesium alloy) was placed on the preform; the mold was heat up to an appropriate temperature (the casting temperatures are given in Table 1 for all the samples); finally when the host material started to melt, a graphite disc from the top of the mold pressed to impregnate MgB 2 powders with the host material. The pressure was about 14 MPa. The resultant billet of the composite materials was cut out from the steel mold after furnace cooling.
The crystal structure of MgB 2 composite material was analyzed by the Cu K X-ray diffraction measurements. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine microstructure. Resistivity measurements were carried out in the range from 2 to 300 K using the physical property measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design Co. Ltd.). Magnetization data were accumulated by a SQUID (MPMS, Quantum Design Co. Ltd.) in the same temperature range. Figure 1 shows a SEM image at a cut surface of the obtained billet of MgB 2 /Mg from the SS-3DPC process. It is clear that the magnesium host metal (gray-white area) tightly bound MgB 2 particles (dark-gray shape). A density of the central part of the billet was approximately 2.0 g/cm 3 , which is in between those of 1.74 g/cm 3 for Mg and 2.62 g/cm 3 for MgB 2 . The powder X-ray diffraction measurements with the all samples are shown in Fig. 2 , where the peaks of MgB 2 -phase (marked with open circle) and Mg (closed circle) were observed. Impurity phases of Mg-Zn alloys and ZnO compound were scarcely found at 2 $ 40
Result and Discussions
. The least-square fit of the data yielded the lattice parameters of MgB 2 listed in Table 1 . Both the a-axis and c-axis were found to shrink when the host materials contained aluminum. Although the SEM image displayed no obvious melting scene of MgB 2 particles, a little part of the aluminum (and zinc) most likely diffused into the MgB 2 particle. It has been already reported that the substitution of Al for Mg in MgB 2 leads to a lattice contraction and lowering T c . 9) It is worth noting that mixing Zn with the host materials appreciably inhibits the lattice contraction; the lattice parameters of AZ31 (AZ91) sample are larger than those of A3 (A9) sample.
The temperature dependences of resistivity of the samples are shown in Fig. 3 , where the data lines are labeled with the abbreviate letters given in Table 1 . A low temperature part of the resistivity in Fig. 4(a) revealed that the superconducting transition is broad (about 20 K) for the AZ91 sample, and a two step transition appeared with the A3, AZ31, and A9 samples. The residual resistivity in the normal state ( 0 ) was estimated as an averaged value around 50 K, which is listed in Table 1 . Subtracting the 0 value from the resistivity data produces the temperature dependent part of resistivity, ph ðTÞ ¼ ðTÞ À 0 , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The ph of the M0 sample is the most temperature dependent. The resistivity difference (Á) between 50 and 300 K were listed in Table 1 .
Taking those Á values with the phonon term resistivity for a pure single crystal of good quality, Á g ¼ 4:3 mcm, 15) the connectivity, K ¼ Á g =Á, 17) was calculated as listed in Table 1 .
The on-set T c of the present samples were found to be a similar value of 38 K from the temperature dependence of the magnetization in Fig. 5 . Magnetization curves at 5 K under applied fields from À4 T to +4 T are shown in Fig. 6 for all the samples. It is obvious that the MðBÞ loop area was enhanced by adding Al and Zn elements to Mg host. The critical current density J c ðBÞ of the samples were estimated from the MðBÞ loop by using the equation of an extended Bean critical state model 22, 23) of, J c ðBÞ ¼ 20ÁM=að1 À a=3bÞ, where ÁM is the width of the MðBÞ loop in emu/ cm 3 at a given field and temperature, and a and b are the sample length and width, respectively. Figure 7 shows the results of the J c estimations from the data in Fig. 6 . It is evident that J c increases as the host material contained Al and Zn along with the enhancement in MðBÞ loop. Even though the ðTÞ of A3 and AZ31 samples rather resemble (in Fig. 3) , the J c of AZ31 sample is roughly twice larger than that of A3 sample. The observed J c values with the present samples are, however, about one order of magnitude smaller than those of the in-situ PIT samples. 7) As claimed in the literature, a possible reason is that the used MgB 2 powder is rather clean; in-situ MgB 2 powders are usually dirty. In fact, the J c values measured with only the MgB 2 pressed-powder are about half of those in the M0 samples as seen in Fig. 7 . Further, the MgB 2 particles of SS-3DPC samples were surrounded by metallic materials, so the number of the flux pinning centers can be smaller than those of the in-situ samples, in which MgB 2 particles likely have many neighboring voids and impurities. According to Yamamoto et al., 16) there was a nearly linear relationship between the J c and the connectivity, K. The present results of J c and K against the residual resistivity shown in Fig. 8 indicated that the J c weakly depends on the 0 , but there is no clear relation between J c and K. The SS-3DPC technique was found, therefore, to produce the low-0 samples, but the connectivity between MgB 2 grains was not modified by the technique. The relation between J c and 0 implies that dominant flux pinning centers were some impurity phases in the host matrix. Noting the difference of J c between with the A3 and AZ31 samples (in Fig. 7 ), the constituent Zn was thought to have an effect on J c . Kimishima et al. 24) reported experimental results of J c and T c with Zn x (MgB 2 ) 1Àx samples, in which they found that a small Zn doping brought about effective extrinsic pinning centers of Mg-Zn nano-particles, and the Zn substitution for Mg site increased T c due to enhancement of the state density near the Fermi level.
12) The present result of J c enhancement with the AZ31 and AZ91 samples can be ascribed to the observed impurity phase of Mg-Zn (in Fig. 2) . It is interesting, therefore, to extend this work to SS-3DPC samples of MgB 2 /Zn, which is under investigation. 
